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The two scenarios below outline how an EBBO might change, and how that change would affect the 
EBBO collar and the EBBO midpoint: 

1. Widening the EBBO:  in order for this to occur, the Bid/Offer or both on all four reference markets would have to be moved 
since the EBBO is calculated from the tightest spread. 

2. Narrowing the EBBO:  in order for this to happen, an order would have to be the best Bid/Offer or both on one of the four 
EBBO reference markets. These best bids and/or offers are highly likely to be executed against by many orders. 

In each of the above scenarios the widening or narrowing activity would have to maintained for a comparatively long time 
in modern trading terms. Given the shortest auction call period is 100 milliseconds, this is roughly 1,000 times longer than 
continuous order books — many of which have processing speeds in the region of 100 microseconds. Randomised auction 
ends add to the risk of attempting to widen or narrow the EBBO. 

Can anyone deduce when an auction is about to start or end?  - or - Will small share orders be able 
to glean information that there is more available liquidity in the dark by seeing a tick up in the 
indicative uncrossing volume?

This is extremely difficult to ascertain as the Periodic Auctions Book incorporates a randomised end time and unknown start 
time.  If you don’t know when an auction started, combined with a random end you don’t know when it will end. Detailed 
points to note on this topic:

 > On the market data feed, no trading status messages are disseminated as the book is always in an auction and orders 
can always be managed.  The Periodic Auctions Book is never frozen.

 > The auction timer that applies the maximum duration will only commence once an order is added to the Periodic 
Auctions book for a given symbol.  Nothing is disseminated at this point as there is no matched volume, so this event is 
not signalled to the market.  

 >When a matching order is received an indicative price and volume will be disseminated, but the market data consumer 
will not know how far through the auction phase the matching engine is.  

 > Therefore submitting orders to seek information on which side the imbalance exists (no imbalance information or order 
book depth is published on the feed) risks being executed in full if the auction match uncrosses when the order is on the 
book.  

 > The submitter has to risk being filled in order to glean any information.  If the submitter is filled they have just joined 
the side of the imbalance with no knowledge of how much, if any, imbalance remains.  

 >When an auction matches the external observer cannot know whether a new timer has started immediately as there is 
no knowledge of any residual Periodic Auctions Book volume on the order book.  

How will Cboe perform market surveillance of the Periodic Auctions Book?

Cboe extended its automated suite of real-time alerts for the Periodic Auctions Book. These include, but are not limited to:

 > Fast Periodic Auctions Book order cancels

 > Pre-arranged trading

 > Manipulating another market - Cboe cross order book surveillance

 > Information seeking – submission of small orders

 > Misleading the market - EBBO manipulation

 > Quote stuffing – submission of a large number of Periodic Auctions Book orders

 >Wash trading

Continued on the reverse.
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What information is disseminated on the public market data feeds during each periodic auction 
cycle?

Only the indicative price and executable volume are published to the market. You only know what is executable when there is 
a match.  Nothing is disseminated for a one sided or unlocked book. Further points to note are:

 > The likelihood of the almost universal use of mid-point EBBO peg orders also reduces any directional information that 
can be gleaned from the pre-trade transparency information.

 > If the execution price goes outside of the EBBO the indicative price and volume are blanked and an “Outside Tolerance” 
flag is populated.  Therefore there is no leakage of direction if the auction price deviates from the bounds of the EBBO.

Does Cboe have any execution price protection linked to Periodic Auctions? 

Yes, where the auction will not match at or within the Cboe EBBO, the Periodic Auction will roll onto the next call phase, until 
the auction price is within the collar. To be clear, the Cboe EBBO is defined as the best Displayed buy Order and the best 
Displayed sell Order available from the Consolidated European Market. (At present, the Cboe EBBO consists of quotes from 
BXE, CXE, Turquoise and the Listing market. This applies to all instruments on Cboe except for Spanish securities, in which 
case the Listing market is not included in the Cboe EBBO).


